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Pulling back the curtain - the world of our senses and mind are a “curtain” that blocks 
our natural sight of the reality of the spirit world that affects so much of our world 
and lives 

We’ve looked at what is behind this curtain - eternity, our Father, effects of 
prayer and finally the spiritual reality in you - who you REALLY are. 

The real you is the spirit being on the inside of you: born of God’s nature 
Eph 4:24 - put on this new man created after image of God in true holiness & 
righteousness 
Done by “renewing our mind” -  

Gal 5:16-17 - walking “in the Spirit” = living in this realm more conscious of the spirit 
realm within you 

Not spooky or strange - not in touch with reality 
Overcome our flesh not by our effort but allowing our real nature to control us 
Our flesh and spirit are “contrary” to one another -  

Rom 8:5-7 being “spirit minded” vs “carnal minded” 
Live according to the flesh – mind seton this side of the curtain  
Live according to the spirit- mind set on the reality behind the curtain  
Living more mindful of the spirit being you are and who lives in you 
Life and peace vs death (life separated from God’s life and influence) 

First tool for renewing our mind is putting God’s Word in our hearts 
Prov 4:20-23 - attend to His word and keep it in your heart 
Gal 6:7-8 what you sow into your heart you will reap 

Matt 13:1-23 
The seed is the Word of God - in it is all the ability of God to produce its fruit 
What the seed produces depends on the condition of the soil 

Hard so it doesn’t germinate - doesn’t even take root 
Shallow soil - roots don’t go deep enough to withstand harshness 
Soil with competing seeds have the Word choked - feeble fruit 

Fruit is the new man inside of you 


